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Liza Masri had learned as a young girl during the
bloodiest days of the second intifada to fear the
soldiers patrolling her neighborhood in the

besieged West Bank city of Nablus. But it wasn't until
after the uprising that her mistrust was most shockingly
vindicated as she witnessed Israeli troops shooting dead
her Palestinian neighbor as he smoked a cigarette on his
balcony. "It's flashbacks I can remember... the ambu-
lance, the way they took him down the building," the 21-
year-old tells AFP,  as if the intervening decade has sud-
denly melted away. "We weren't allowed into the streets.
We were afraid they would kill us. It's something I will
always remember-it's so painful."

Some years later, her neighbor's bereaved daughter
introduced Masri to "Creativity for Peace," an organiza-
tion in Santa Fe, New Mexico, that brings together
Palestinian and Jewish Israeli girls in a bid to bridge the
emotional fault lines created by 70 years of conflict.  Half
a world away from the corridors of the United Nations,
they get together at a ranch in the timbered foothills of
the southern Rocky Mountains to hear for the first time
the stories of enemies they have grown up learning to
hate. Since 2003 more than 200 girls of ages 15 to 17
have participated in the Creativity for Peace camp,
where Masri has returned this year as a "young leader"
after taking part in 2013.   It was at the camp that she
befriended Naama Shlomy, a Jewish Israeli who lives
some 60 miles (100 kilometers) south of Nablus, on the
border with Gaza.

Trauma 
Shlomy was three years old when her home town of

Sderot was targeted by Hamas's Qassam artillery rock-
ets, the first of an estimated 8-10,000 to rain down on
Israel from Gaza since 2002. Fewer than 30 Israeli civil-
ians have been killed but the psychological trauma has
been profound. Almost half of Sderot middle schoolers
surveyed for the Journal of Adolescent Health in 2008
showed signs of post-traumatic stress disorder, while
high levels of miscarriage and depression are a fact of

daily life.  "It's horrible, I can't describe it. It's a trauma
that's in me. I'll need to deal with it for the rest of my
life," Shlomy, 19, tells AFP at an open day as the three-
week summer camp. 

When Hamas launches a rocket, an alarm sounds and
the people of Sderot know they have 15 seconds to get
to the nearest shelter, day or night. "Each time you need
to drop everything and go to the shelter. It's just so
stressful to keep worrying about your family all the time,
and yourself," says Shlomy. Every year up to 20 girls-half
Jewish Israelis and half Palestinians from Israel, the West
Bank and Gaza-are invited to New Mexico by Creativity
for Peace, which is funded privately, notwithstanding a
2015 US government grant.

The girls share their experiences of the Arab-Israeli
conflict as part of a total of 40 hours of dialogue founded
on the notion that "an enemy is a person whose story
you haven't heard." Using English as their common lan-
guage, they go shopping, visit the movies, divvy up
chores, share bedrooms and attend art therapy classes
together. Almost all have lost family and friends to vio-
lence and most will never have spoken to members of
the opposite side before. 

'Baby steps' 
"We teach our young women that both sides are

right and both sides are wrong. Their job is not to
debate politics or go over history, but more to under-
stand one another and find common ground," says
Dottie Indyke, executive director for the last 11 years.
The fact that both sides have suffered often comes as a
revelation to the girls, although resentment can still run
deep. Masri points to the 400,000 illegal Israeli settlers
in the West Bank, and the numerous checkpoints that
have choked Nablus, a thriving trading post since the
days of the seventh century Umayyad Caliphate that
now finds itself in penury.

"I understand that we both suffered. It didn't change
my mind towards the other side. I feel them, understand
their stories, but that doesn't mean I should change my
perspective, that they are not doing something wrong to
my country," she tells AFP.  But she is persevering in the
process-even turning around her initially unsupportive
family-because she believes in the intrinsic value of dia-
logue as driver of change. 

"Maybe we are not resolving the conflict but it's a
long process, it's about trust," she says. "As long as we
trust the other side many things will start to happen."
Perhaps the toughest part comes after the camp, when
the girls are asked to go back to their communities as
"peacemakers" who can be an example of compassion,
friendship, and courage. "Each girl can go to her family
and change the way they see things, then they can
change their communities," says Sana Zahalka, 17,
another young leader who first came to the camp in
2015. "It's like baby steps. But they all lead to this amaz-
ing big step." — AFP

Palestinian and Israeli Jewish girls with artwork promoting peace at the
‘Creativity for Peace’ camp.

Palestinian and Israeli Jewish girls share activities together.

Palestinian and Israeli Jewish girls enjoy a trampoline at the ‘Creativity for
Peace’ camp.

Palestinian Lama Khaled
(left) and Eden Vakni from
Israel (right) spend time
together at the ‘Creativity
for Peace’ camp.

Palestinian and Israeli Jewish girls take a group photo together at the ‘Creativity for Peace’ camp which every year brings up to 20 girls, half Jewish Israelis and half
Palestinians from Israel, the West Bank and Gaza to Santa Fe, New Mexico. — AFP photos

Palestinian and Israeli Jewish girls share a meal together.

Palestinian, Israeli girls camping for peace in US wilderness

From the Giza pyramids to the pharaonic tombs of Luxor,
Egypt's ancient monuments are holding onto mysteries
which researchers now aim to unravel with cutting edge

technology. For more than 200 years since Napoleon
Bonaparte landed in Egypt with a retinue of scholars who laid
the groundwork for modern Egyptology, experts have used
science to unlock the secrets of the country's ancient treas-
ures. In the 21st century, the scientists have been using elec-
tronic devices and chemical testing to date artefacts.

Chemical testing still requires small samples, but advanced
techniques coming into use are meant to be non-invasive so
as not to damage the ancient relics. ScanPyramids is among
the most ambitious of the projects to demystify the Khufu
Pyramid near Cairo, the only surviving monument from the
ancient Seven Wonders of the World. It has employed infrared
thermography and muography-a technique that records
images using muon particles-in its quest. The project had
announced last October that the massive pyramid may con-
tain undiscovered recesses.

"All the devices we put in place are designed to find where
the cavity is located. We know there is one, but we're trying to
find out where," said Mehdi Tayoubi, president of the HIP
Institute heading the ScanPyramids project. The muon
devices include chemical emulsion instruments from Japan's
University of Nagoya, electronic sensors from the KEK
Japanese Research Laboratory, and muon telescopes from the
French Atomic Energy Commission.  The results are then com-
pared with infrared and 3D images.

Some archaeologists have pinned hopes on the sophisti-
cated technology to locate the burial place of the legendary
queen Nefertiti.  The wife of King Akhenaten, who initiated a

monotheistic cult in ancient Egypt, Nefertiti remains an enig-
ma, best known for a bust depicting her that is now on exhi-
bition in Berlin's Neues Museum. A British Egyptologist,
Nicholas Reeves, believed her remains were hidden in a
secret chamber in the tomb of Tutankhamun, in the southern
Valley of the Kings.

In 2015, archaeologists scanned the tomb with radar hop-
ing for clues.  Both Reeves's theory and the inconclusive
results have been dismissed by other Egyptologists. One of
them, former antiquities minister Zahi Hawass, said that an

adept of the sun god Aton would never have been allowed to
be buried in the Valley of the Kings.

Mapping out ancient dynasties 
The excitement over the possible discovery has died

down since the inconclusive results, but a team from
Politecnico University in Turin, Italy, intends to give it anoth-
er shot. This time they will employ tomography-a method
used in medical scans-and magnetometry, which measures
magnetic fields. Neither the Politecnico team nor the antiq-
uities ministry has been inclined to discuss the fresh
attempt, possibly put off by the anticlimactic media frenzy
over the previous bid. Elsewhere, Egyptologists are under-
taking a project to nail down the chronology of Egypt's
ancient dynasties more precisely.

The French Institute of Eastern Archaeology (IFAO) in Cairo
has a dating laboratory that the researchers are putting to
use for the project. "The chronology of ancient Egypt is not
clearly defined. We use a relative chronology," said Anita
Quiles, head of research at the IFAO. "We refer to reigns and
dynasties but we do not know exactly the dates," she said.
The investigation, which involves chemical testing, is expect-
ed to take several years.

But Egyptologists say that science cannot replace archaeol-
ogists and their work on the ground. "It is important to have
science in archaeology," said Hawass. "But it is very important
not to let scientists announce any details about what they
found unless it has been seen by Egyptologists." — AFP

Egyptologists go high tech
to unlock ancient mysteries

'It is important to have science in archaeology'

A view of the French Institute of Eastern Archaeology (IFAO) in Cairo.

Egypt’s former antiquities minister Zahi Hawass gives an
interview with AFP at his office in Cairo. — AFP photos

French Anita Quiles, a researcher in the French Institute of Eastern Archaeology (IFAO) in
Cairo, stands near local staff at a dating laboratory inside the institute.

In this file photo, singers Luis Fonsi, left and Daddy
Yankee perform during the Latin Billboard Awards in
Coral Gables, Florida. — AP

Hit song 'Despacito'

becomes most

viewed video 

on YouTube

The music video for the No. 1 hit song
"Despacito" has a new record - it's become
the most popular clip on YouTube of all-

time with more than three billion views. YouTube
announced Friday that Luis Fonsi's ubiquitous
song with Daddy Yankee has surpassed previous
record holder "See You Again," the song by Wiz
Khalifa and Charlie Puth from the "Furious 7"
soundtrack.

"Despacito" became an international smash hit
this year, topping the Billboard Hot 100 chart. The
record-breaking video does not include the popu-
lar remix with Justin Bieber; that version has been
viewed more than 464 million times. "Despacito"
is on track to become the first video to reach three
billion views on YouTube. The video is also the
most "liked" video on YouTube. — AP


